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Implementation of the password encrypter for AES, SHA and SHA512 algoritms.
Version 1.2.2 - 2017-09-28
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- AES Password
Encrypter: Added new option 'ADLER32'. Added support for length-32 authentication
string ('ADLER32' option). Added new option 'RANDOMIV'. Fixed a bug in ROMbased initialization. Fixed a bug in ROM-based AES-CBC initialization. SHA Password
Encrypter: Added new option 'ADLER32'. Fixed a bug in ROM-based initialization.
SHA512 Password Encrypter: Added new option 'ADLER32'. Fixed a bug in ROMbased initialization. PBKDF2 Password Encrypter: Added new option 'ROUNDS'
(default 128). Cipher: Fixed a bug in ROM-based initialization. Version 1.2.1 2017-08-14 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------AES/SHA Password Encrypter: Fixed a bug in ROM-based initialization. Version 1.2.0
- 2017-08-12 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- AES
Password Encrypter: New version, which supports AES-CBC, AES-CTR and AESGCM with NULL padding Fixed a bug in AES-CBC and AES-CTR initialization.
Fixed a bug in ROM-based initialization. SHA Password Encrypter: New version,
which supports SHA1 and SHA256 algorithms with NULL padding Fixed a bug in
SHA1 initialization. PBKDF2 Password Encrypter: New version, which supports
PBKDF2-HMAC-SHA1 and PBKDF2-HMAC-SHA256 algorithms Fixed a bug in
PBKDF2-HMAC-SHA1 and PBKDF2-HMAC-SHA256 initialization. PBKDF2
Password Encrypter: Fixed a bug in ROM-based initialization. Cipher: Fixed a bug in
ROM-based initialization. Version 1.1.2 - 2017-07-30
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Fixed a bug in ROMbased initialization. Version 1.1.1 - 2017-07-28
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Fixed a bug in ROMbased initialization. Version 1.1.0 - 2017-07-

What's New In AES SHA Password Encrypter?
AES/SHA Password Encrypter is a software application designed to hide text messages
inside images. It gives you the possibility to hide text entries with names, URLs,
usernames and passwords, ideal for protecting your account credentials. Following a
fast setup operation that shouldn't give you any trouble, you come face to face with an
intuitive graphical window, where you can get started by opening the graphical file you
wish to hide text in. The tool features support for BMP, JPG, PNG and GIF. Hide text
entries inside password-protected images In the next phase, you can create a text entry
using a name, website address, username and passphrase. It's possible to set up as many
entries as you want, thanks to the fact that many can be hidden within the same
graphical file. Once everything is lined up, it's only necessary to write a password and
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confirm it, in order to perform the file encryption. AES/SHA Password Encrypter also
comes integrated with a random password generator that only needs you to specify the
length (number of characters). The picture can be previewed in the main app window
and can be rotated clockwise by 90 degrees. Last but not least, you can open a CSV file
to load its contents instead of creating one text entry at a time. Generate random
passwords for file encryption Encrypted pictures can be decrypted by loading them into
this software application and specifying the correct password. The only difference
between the original image and its encrypted counterpart is a small difference in file
size but it's barely noticeable since text leave minimal footprint. Of course, it depends
on the amount of text. We haven't come across any problems during AES/SHA
Password Encrypter's runtime. It performed encryption tasks swiftly while remaining
light on system resources consumption. Thanks to its intuitive interface and options, it
can be easily used. What's New in AES/SHA Password Encrypter is a software
application designed to hide text messages inside images. It gives you the possibility to
hide text entries with names, URLs, usernames and passwords, ideal for protecting your
account credentials. Following a fast setup operation that shouldn't give you any
trouble, you come face to face with an intuitive graphical window, where you can get
started by opening the graphical file you wish to hide text in. The tool features support
for BMP, JPG, PNG and GIF. Hide text entries inside password-protected images In
the next phase, you can create a text entry using a name, website address, username and
passphrase. It's possible to set up as many entries as you want, thanks to the fact that
many can be hidden within the same graphical file. Once everything is lined up, it&#39
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System Requirements For AES SHA Password Encrypter:
•Windows 7 64-bit •2 GB RAM (minimum) •4 GB RAM (recommended) •DirectX 11
(minimum) •iPad (iOS 7.0.4 or later recommended) •iPhone (iOS 7.0.4 or later
recommended) •iPad Retina (iOS 7.0.4 or later recommended) •HTC Windows Phone
8.1 (Windows Phone 8.1 Developer Preview 2 recommended) •Mac OS X 10.8 (Mac
OS X
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